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 As most people may know, 

the 2020 election has come to a 

conclusion in Joe Biden’s favor. 

This result, unsurprisingly, did 

not sit well with Trump’s right-

wing supporters. The validity 

of the election results has been 

questioned. Accusations that 

Democrats have rigged the elec-

tions are a popular discussion 

among Trump supporters. Were 

mail-in ballots used to create 

fraud on a nationwide scale? In 

short, not all the ballots were 

counted correctly and there is no 

widespread evidence to point to 

fraud. 

 Something that a lot of peo-

ple are forgetting is that Trump 

was not popular in 2016 when he 
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ton. When you factor in his per-

formance as president, there was 

not really a chance for him to be 
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centrist and moderate right-wing 

supporters. Trump’s America was 

riddled with disease, racism, and 

political unrest. 

 Trump also spent his pres-

idency spewing conspiracy the-
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of his more recent favorites was 

questioning the validity of mail-

in ballots. After spending his 

whole campaign telling his sup-

porters not to use mail in ballots, 

Trump was surprised that these 

ballots went overwhelmingly in 

Biden’s favor. The reason so many 

mail in ballots went to Biden is 

not because of fraud, but because 

Trump told his supporters not to 

vote via mail. Many people who 

predicted the election called 

this “blue wave” before it even 

happened. Fraud is not to blame 

when Trump actively discour-

aged this type of voting. 

 There is also no wide-

spread evidence to point to delib-

erate fraud. Even with thousands 

of citizens on both sides watching 

polling places, nothing conclu-

sive came up. Almost every single 

video claiming “fraud” can easily 

be debunked. For example, some 

right-wing groups claimed  that 

Minnesota had more votes than 

voters. This was due to the fact 

that the people making these 

claims used data from 2018. The 

older data did not account for 

new voters.  Faulty math can not 

make something real. When I say 

there is literally nothing, I mean 

it. No substantial evidence exists 

anywhere. 

 Trump did a bad job as 

president, and the American peo-

ple voted him out. The election is 

over, and Biden has won. There 

is no way for Trump to overturn 

the election and win. Any re-

counts will return in Biden’s fa-

vor. It is time to usher a new era 
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with the radical changes we need.
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Democrats did not rig the election; people are just tired of Trump
by TriniTy Scalia

Staff Writer
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thought could be World War III, and it only got worse from there. The President was 
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every aspect of our lives, whether it is playing in sporting events, attending school, 

going to a movie theater, or even visiting loved ones. The so-called “murder hornets” 

arrived, and our country is grappling with long-ignored issues on race.

 With all of this uncertainty and bad luck, we think that we are better to 

appreciate the small, day-to-day blessings. With Thanksgiving just around the corner, 

we thought that now would be the perfect time to focus on what we have to be thank-

ful for.

 We are fortunate to have loving friends and families, even in the midst of 

a pandemic. At times, we have only been able to see them virtually, but it could be 

so much worse. If this pandemic were to occur just a few years earlier, our isolation 

would be a lot more isolating. With friends, we can talk over Zoom, play games 

online, and stay in constant communication. With all that has gone on this year, the 

importance of friends and family has been put in a new perspective, and they are 
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its best to ensure that our learning can continue as uninterrupted as possible. That 
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editorials: praising the administration. Keeping our school open with hundreds of 

students for such a long time is not an easy accomplishment. And though we are now, 

temporarily, in the midst of remote learning, our administration and our teachers 

have ensured a smooth transition from the classroom to the computer screen, and we 
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 We are all upset about the sad ending to our football season, losing a tough 
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matter their outcome, that is something that both fans and athletes can appreciate. It 
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to provide the best, and safest, learning experience. It would not have been possible 

without the leadership and support of every teacher and administrator. With all of 

the craziness in the world, what are you thankful for?

 At the time of writing, we are in another period of remote learning. While this 

comes with a lot of downsides, being the positive, optimistic people we are, we will 
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 When students are learning on campus, and a website is used frequently, the 

school then can decide to block it. There certainly is a need for blocked websites, so 

that students will pay attention to teachers or, at the very least, do something moder-

ately productive, but the scope of this blocking at Jackson Prep is far too great.

 Teachers, faculty, and administrators are fooling themselves if they think that 

students are always trying to be productive. Study halls are often used to rest, and activ-
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out the day, and there is no reason why some of those breaks can be spent on harmless 

websites, shopping or watching movies, activities which are currently blocked.

 Shopping websites are only the beginning. Many sites that are often used for 
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ter. You might be thinking, “Twitter is a time-wasting site and has no business being on 

any student’s computer.”
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gram or Facebook. Twitter is primarily used to spread information, not just post about 

the latest party or meme. In fact, Twitter is oftentimes where news not only is reported, 

but where it happens. Yes, Twitter can be a time-waster, but so can Google or Youtube. 

Not all of Twitter’s articles are educational, but the overall platform is, just like Google.

 The censors have also blocked websites that pose no threat to education, like 

Spotify, Soundcloud, and Bandcamp. Many students like to listen to music while work-

ing on homework or studying. In fact, for a lot of students, listening to music increases 

productivity. There is no good reason that these websites should be banned.

 There are rarely times when students can get on their computers and go to 

distracting websites during class. If they are going to a website used for entertainment, 

it is probably during a break. Excessive website banning incentivizes students to down-
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ment instead of those who now have access to every website.

 We recommend that websites, such as Twitter, shopping websites, Sound-

cloud, Spotify, and Bandcamp be unblocked, and in the future, websites are not 

blocked as often or without taking into consideration how and when they can be used 

for good. The internet is a tool; let’s use it properly.

Let us give thanks Unblock the internet


